just color!

coloring printables & activities from www.1plus1plus1equals1.net

Thanksgiving

Scrapbook paper background thanks to Designs by Megan Turnidge
cornucopia
Listen and Color

Color the turkey **brown** and **yellow**.

Color the cornucopia **red**.

Color the Mayflower **blue**.

Color the pilgrim man **green** and the pilgrim woman **pink**.
Color the fourth turkey green.
Color the first turkey red
Color the fifth turkey purple.
Color the second turkey orange.
Color the sixth turkey yellow.
Color the third turkey pink.
Find and Color

I am the smallest turkey on the page.

I am holding a sign.

I have leaves around me.

I have a big round belly, and skinny black feet.

I have black tail feathers, and the word turkey on my belly.

I am the biggest turkey on the page.